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I. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the work under contract No. NAS 8-20137 was t o  study the 
nature of coupling between ferromagnetic f i lms  separated by a non- 
ferromagnetic intermediate layer, in order  to provide the basic knowledge 
f o r  future designs of smal le r  hig'r density more reliable magnetic memories .  
In order t o  accomplish these objectives we divided our  efforts into two 
categories. 
utilizing fi lms prepared by vapor deposition techniques. 
done pr imari ly  on single crystal  films. 
was a study of closed flux coupled film memory elements prepared by 
electro-deposition on copper wires. The combination of these two efforts 
has lead to  a better understanding of the coupling mechanism as  well as to  
a better insight into the eventual utility that coupled films may have in 
magnetic memory  elements. 
The f i r s t  was a fundamental study of the coupling mechanism, 
This study was 
The second portion of the program 
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11. FUNDAMENTAL COUPLING MECHANISM STUDIES 
A. VACUUM SYSTEM AND PREPARATION OF COUPLED FILMS 
1. Vacuum System and Experimental Technique 
In o rde r  to understand the mechanism of coupling between two fe r ro -  
magnetic films separated by a non-magnetic layer, it i s  important to 
begin with single-crystal f i lms formed by  vacuum evaporation under 
controlled conditions. 
films, an ultrahigh vacuum sys tem along with accurate control of sub-  
s t r a t e  temperature,  residual gas pressure,  and ra te  of evaporation, a r e  
necessary.  Although no capital equipment was charged t o  the contract, 
it is  appropriate to describe the equipment used in this study. 
F o r  the formation of these single-crystal  thin 
An ultrahigh vacuum system has been modified. This sys tem utilizes 
a lOO-liter/second Ultec ion pump capable of maintaining a vacuum of 
lo- '  To r r .  Roughing is accomplished by  a combination of mechanical 
and cryogenic pumps. The evaporation chamber is a bell jar,  1 2  in. in 
diameter and 18 in. high. 
liquid nitrogen trap,  a mass-spec t rometer  gas analyzer (Aero Vac), a 
three-pos ition electron beam evaporator (MRC), a film thickness monitor 
(Sloan), and a deposition r a t e  controller (Sloan) have been installed. 
vacuum of better than 3 x 
The substrate holder and mask arrangement have been built capable of 
maintaining a 500" C temperature  indefinitely. 
Using an appropriate vacuum collar;  a Meissner  
A 
T o r r  has been obtained with this sys tem.  
Electron diffraction and t ransmission electron microscopy have been used 
to study the crystal  orientation and grain s ize .  
been used to study domain nucleation and propagation a s  w e l l  a s  r ipple 
s t ructure .  
microscopy. 
We have now obtained magnification of up to  4000X. 
The Lorentz method has 
W e  were attempting to increase the magnification by Lorentz 
In our  previous work a magnification of 400x  was achieved. 
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An automatic torque magnetometer, which has been remodeled, and a 
conventional B-H loop t r a c e r  have been used fo r  magnetic measurements.  
2. Preparation of f i lms (Ni, Ni-NiO, Ni-Cu-Ni, Ni-Cu-Permalloy, 
and Cu-Permalloy) 
Using the vacuum system described above, multi-layer deposition was s tar ted 
with s ingle-crystal  Nickel f i lms ra ther  than alloy fi lms. Nickel single-crystal  
f i lms were deposited on sodium chloride single-crystal  substrates  so  that 
the films could easily be removed by dissolving the substrate.  
c rys ta l  nickel films, 600A thick, were obtained by heat treating the sub- 
s t r a t e  a t  500°C for  one hour pr ior  to  the deposition. 
temperature  was maintained at  265°C and the pressure  was held a t  less 
than 3 x T o r r  during the evaporation. Electron diffraction analysis 
has proven these films to be very well oriented single crystals .  In fact, 
there  is  no t r ace  of a diffraction ring s t ructure;  the diffraction spots a r e  
s h a r p  and discrete  without streaking. However, satell i te spots do appear 
about the s t rong nickel spots. 
diffraction"). 
a t  different positions of the film. 
in intensity and in some  a reas  disappear completely. Upon fur ther  
examination of the films, very weak diffraction shots a r e  detected which 
may be due t o  impurities. 
Single- " 
The substrate  
These result  f rom microtwins and double 
This has been proved by examining the satel l i te  diffraction 
It was determined that the satell i tes vary 
The mechanical buckling problem which we encountered in the ear ly  stages 
of the s tudy was eliminated by  lowering the substrate temperature  during 
the pre-heat treatment. Further ,  we have studied the temperature of the 
subs t ra te  during the deposition. 
subs t ra tes  between 200" and 400°C. 
resulted.  
microtwins and buckling. 
Finally films were deposited on 
In a l l  cases,  single crystal  f i lms  
Post-deposition anneals were made as  a means of eliminating the 
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Some of the electron diffraction patterns of films produced at various 
substrate  temperatures and annealed under different conditions a r e  reproduced 
in Figure 1. 
twinning, whereas films annealed at 370" s t i l l  contained a large number of 
microtwins. 
uniform structure  and dislocations a r e  easi ly  observable. The dislocation 
density in ou r  annealed specimen is quite low as compared to heavily cold- 
worked material .  Domain walls have been observed on these nickel f i lms.  
However, the domain walls cannot be propagated in the electron micro-  
scope with our present equipment because the coercive force is  too high 
(about 5 t o  100 oe). 
Fi lms annealed at 430°C f o r  th ree  hours show no signs of 
Specimens annealed at 400°C f o r  one to three  hours have a very 
The analysis of the single-crystal  nickel on which we had attempted to  grow 
single crystal nickel oxide epitaxially has been partly completed. 
oxide has been identified on the electron diffraction photograph. 
Nickel 
Next, three- layer  films have been grown. 
nickel film were deposited on a single c rys ta l  nickel film. 
separated due to  the poor adhesion of e i ther  the second o r  the third fi lm. 
order  to  eliminate the peeling, the f i r s t  nickel layer  was annealed and then 
the substrate temperature  was reduced f o r  the deposition of the copper and 
second nickel layer.  
Electron diffraction patterns of three- layer  film (Ni-Cu-Ni) show no evidence 
of a r ing structure,  indicating that there  is no polycrystalline mater ia l  present 
and that epitaxial growth continued through the top nickel layer.  
pattern did show a f e w  satell i te spots indicating the presence of s m a l l  amounts 
of microtwin formation, presumably in the upper unannealed layer .  Domain 
walls have also been observed in this film and in one place i t  appears that we 
have seen the domain wall hung up on a dislocation; however, because of the 
high coercivity of the nickel f i lm the domain wall could not be moved in the 
e le ct r on m i c r  os cope. 
Initially a copper film and another 
However, the fi lms 
In 
By this method the three- layer  f i lms were  formed. 
The diffraction 
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(b ) 
m i s s i o n  micrograph (b) of single crys ta l  
!ratme of 175OC and annealed f o r  1 hour 
;8 i n  d i f f rac t ion  pat tern and twin planes 
,e spots. 
(d 
Electron d i f f rac t ion  pat tern (c)  and transmission micrograph ($) of s b g l e  
c r y s t a l  n icke l  f i l m  prepared a t  a substrate temperature of 215 C and annealed 
f o r  3 hours a t  43OoC. Note absence of s a t e l l i t e  spots i n  d i f f rac t ion  pat tern 
and absence of twin planes i n  micrograph. 
p i c tu re  shows dislocations caused by severely bending the film. 
Diagonal band through center of 
F i g u r e  1 - ELECTION DIFFRACTION PATTERNS AND TRANSMISSION 
MICROGRAPHS OF SINGLE CRYSTAL NICKEL FILMS 
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Coupled films consisting of Ni-Cu-Permalloy have been prepared which 
have a coercive fo rce  of 10 - 14 oe. 
these Ni-Cu-Permalloy coupled films. These films were prepared by 
depositing the nickel film on a sodium chloride substrate  a t  2OO0C,  followed 
by an anneal a t  450°C for  1 - 1 / 2  hours. 
Permalloy layers were formed on a substrate  held at room temperature  and 
these were not subsequently annealed. 
these f i lms showed a very well defined single-crystal  pattern presumably 
of the f i rs t  layer, nickel, and a superimposed ring pattern, presumably that 
of polycrystalline copper and Permalloy which were  deposited at the low 
temperature. 
on a single-crystal  film must be deposited a t  an elevated substrate  temperature .  
The results of annealing samples  at 2 X 
not been successful since the Permalloy remains polycrystalline o r  peels f rom 
the single crystal  nickel layer.  
Domain walls have been observed on 
The subsequent copper and 
The electron diffraction studies Of 
This indicates that subsequent single c rys ta l  layers  deposited 
T o r r  a t  400°C fo r  two hours has 
Our attempts to  fo rm Cu-Permalloy s ingle-crystal  films have been quite 
successful. The Cu-Permalloy deposited on the sodium chloride substrate  
a t  230°C appears t o  be  a reasonably good s ingle-crystal  but much twinning 
sti l l  remains. 
In these deposited single-crystal  films, biaxial anisotropy is very  dominant 
and little o r  no uniaxial character  is evident. 
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B. STUDIES ON COUPLING MECHANISM AND RIPPLE STRUCTURE 
1. Magnetostatic Interaction of Ferromagnetic Bodies Separated by a 
Non-magnetic Layer (Studies on Perpendicular Anisotropy) 
In some previous work on magnetic thin films, we  have shown that the 
Crystallites of which a film is composed tend to grow in coiumnar form 
which suggested that oxide forms preferentially along the grain boundary 
of these columnar crystallites. Recent experiments on perpendicular 
anisotropy (4' 5, tend to  confirm this model, since the  perpendicular 
anisotropy disappears if these films a re  formed under very high vacuum 
conditions, or i f  the partial  p ressure  of oxygen is extremely low. 
modifying Prosen ' s  model so that sufficient oxide is formed on a l l  s ides  of 
the column, thereby considerably reducing coupling from column to column, 
then, using the experimental results on columnar size(2), w e  can calculate 
a perpendicular anisotropy which very closely approximates that which is 
found in the experimental results(5). It seemed that considerable progress  
in the understanding of the coupling, mechanism could be made by fur ther  
studying Perpendicular anisotropy. 
from the substrate(2). A model was proposed (Prosen's model (283)) 
By 
If Prosen 's  model is correct  and the columnar cross-section is determined 
pr imari ly  by the subst ra te  temperature, the perpendicular anisotropy 
constant ought to be a function of the columnar height or the film thickness. 
A s e r i e s  of polycrystalline Permalloy films of varying thickness have been 
formed on substrates  at room temperature. These fi lms w e r e  formed in a 
-4  single evaporation with the residual gas pressure  at 3 x 10 Torr .  In 
these depositions, the thickness was varied from lOOA to over 3000A . 
The perpendicular anisotropy has been found to be a function of the  film 
thickness [ c. f. Appendix 1, 
Ni -Fe  Thin Films", T. Iwata, R. J. Prosen, and B. E. Gran, J. Appl. 
Phys. - 37, 1285 (1966); this paper was originally presented at  the Conference 
0 0 
I' Perpendicular Anisotropy in Polycrystalline 
-7- 
on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials,  San Francisco, November, 1965 1. 
Previous work had shown the perpendicular anisotropy to  be a func+ion of 
alloy composition and substrate  temperature  (5) . 
Four possible models for  the explanation of this perpendicular anisotropy 
have beer! considered: 
i )  Magnetostatic model - The magnetostatic model is esseritlally Prosen ' s  
model(2' 3 ,  in which the film is composed of crystall i tes w~iich grow in columnar 
form from the substrate .  The coupling f rom column t o  column is substantially 
reduced o r  eliminated by the presence of impurities o r  oxides along these ::rain 
boundaries. 
of perpendicular anisotropy upon the composition and substrate  ternpcratur-e, but 
a lso is expected to have a tliickness dependence s u c h  as we have l'ounll 
exper im entally. 
This magnetostatic model would not only account f o r  the dependence 
i i)  
the 
Surface anisotropy model - In this model, w c  have not only considered 
sur face  anisotropy" which is  obtained from the overal l  film surl 'a(*c, b u t  ) 
also the sur face  anisotropy which would resul t  by assuming a columnar 
growth in which the colunins a r e  essentially independent and have their  own 
surface anisotropy. According to this model, we would anticipate no thick- 
ness  dependence of the perpendicular anisotropy. 
i i i)  Exchange model - This model would in<:lucle the effect  oi' 
an antiferromagnetic sur face  layer of oxidcs a s  well a s  thc ef1'eC-t 01 an anti- 
ferromagnetic phase alon$, the grain boundaries of' the columnar ;- rowth. 
Since the possible antiferromagnetic phase is nickel oxide, onc might 
reasoilably expect a dil'feisent compositional dependence (i. e. , decreasing 
with increasing iron contenf) from that which was obtained . (5) 
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iv) S t ress  model - The s t r e s s  model, likewise, has two considerations: 
the isotropic s t r e s s  within the entire film due to  the difference in expansion 
coefficients between the substrate  and the film, a s  well as  anisotropic stress 
originating within the columnar s t ructure  due to  preferential oxidation. For 
this model one would expect the variation in perpendicular anisotropy to 
approximate the magnetostriction curve for  the varying alloy compositions. 
It appears that the magnetostatic model is best able to account €or all  the 
experimental work t o  date. Details of this model a r e  given in Appendix 1. 
Interesting papers related to  this model have recently been published. 
and Silcox(8' have reported small-angle electron diffraction observation of the 
columnar s t ruc ture  in severa l  f i lms including Permalloy films. The results 
of the magnetic measurements newly obtained by some researchers  
a l l  support our  model and, further,  Fujiwara"" has proposed a model which 
is essentially the s a m e  as  ours.  
Wade 
@, lo )  
2. Ripple Structure Caused by a Rough Non-magnetic Layer in Coupled 
Fi lms 
There may be many possibilities for causing the domain walls to st ick in 
coupled fi lms. This gives r i s e  to an improvement in the wall-creeping . 
character is t ics  of the thin film. 
an already proposed mechanism for  reducing wall-creeping 
Wall-wall interaction in  coupled films i s  
(12) . 
Variations in the thickness of the intermediate non-magnetic layer wi l l  pro- 
vide locations where the domain walls can stick. Such locations also can 
lead to local fluctuations of the direction of magnetization caused by s t r a y  
fields. 
s t ruc ture  and wall-creeping. 
investigation of the ripple s t ruc ture  in coupled films with a periodic variation 
of the intermediate non-magnetic layer. . 
Therefore  a close relationship is expected between the ripple 
Thus, our initial study has concentrated on an 
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Four types of fi lms have been formed (Figure 2 )  which we expect will 
exemplify the effect of variations in the coupling layer thickness a s  well 
as  the effect of a periodic variation in the substrate  roughness. 
type of fi lm (Figure 2-a) includes a 400A single-crystal  nickel film formed 
on a sodium chloride substrate,  a second layer  of copper about lOOA thick 
and a third layer of polycrystalline Permalloy 400A thick. 
of f i lm (Figure 2-b) i s  s imi la r  to this s t ruc ture  except that the continuous 
copper fi lm is 50A thick and has superimposed on it a s e r i e s  of 50A thick, 
30u wide mounds which a r e  located on 50u centers.  The third and fourth types 
of films a r e  identical to the f i r s t  and second except that the initial nickel layer  
has been eliminated (Figure 2-c  and 2-d). 
we were much more  successful in obtaining single c rys ta l  Permalloy f i lms.  
The Lorentz patterns fo r  these four cases  a r e  quite different. 
The f i r s t  
0 
0 
0 
The second type 
0 C 
In forming these  las t  two types, 
Figures 3 through 6 show the Lorentz electron photographs of these four  types 
of f i lms under various applied fields. It is  str iking t o  note that the ripple 
s t ructure  as  seen  in Figure 3, corresponding to Figure 2-a, has the least  
amount of ripple and corresponds to the usual type of ripple seen  in ordinary 
t 1 3 1  Permalloy films . On the other hand, Figure 5, which corresponds to the 
s * r  ucfure a s  depicted in Figure 2-c, has considerably more  ripple s t ructure .  
We attribute this difference to the fact that the lOOA copper layer  growing on 
top of a nickel film will be more continuous and have less island character is t ics  
than when it grows on a sodium chloride substrate .  
the copper layer w i l l  cause f r ee  poles to form in the superimposed, continuous 
Permalloy film. 
increase the ripple s t ructure  just a s  the  f r e e  poles of pinholes and occlusions 
markedly affect the magnetization ripple in Permalloy fi lms. 
which corresponds to Figure 2-d, the ripple pattern is fur ther  enhanced. 
addition, the ripple pattern follows the island nature of the copper layer .  
Finally, in Figure 4, which corresponds to F igure  2-b, actual domains a r e  
seen, even in the z e r o  field state,  corresponding to  the periodic roughness 
0 
The island s t ruc ture  of 
The magnetostatic energy of these f r e e  poles w i l l  tend to 
In Figure 6, 
In 
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PERMALLOY 400i  
COPPER 
NICKEL 400; 
(0 ) L- ........... :* : f .- :c.=--. . : :':: ; :*e*.*-* :.-:>/ :....t..* .;: :: 100; 
N o C l  
P E R MALLOY 4 O O i  
COPPER (50 t 5 0 ) i  
NICKEL 400; 
....... .. ;-:,.:.-. + 4- - ( b )  =* ........ 
77//////////////////  NoCL 
PERMALLOY 400 i  
Figure 2 - CROSS SECTION OF FILM TYPES 
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1433-34 
1433-35 
5.1 oe 
6.8 oe 
Figure 3 - LOR,ENTZ ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF A Ni-Cu PERMALLO'L 
FILM (SMOOTH COPPER) 
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1433-31 
1433-32 
1433-33 
7.6 oe 
9.3oe 
13.6 oe 
Figure 4 - LORENTZ ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF A Ni-Cu PERMALLOY 
FILM (ROUGH COPPER) 
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1433-17 
1433-18 
+15 oe 
- 15 oe 
Figure 5 - LORENTZ ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF A Cu-PERMALLOY 
FILM (SMOOTH COPPER) 
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1433-10 No Field 
1433-11 +15 oe 
1433-12 - 15 oe 
Figure 6 - LORENTZ ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF A Cu-PERMALLOY 
FILM (ROUGH COPPER) 
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of the copper layer.  
be interpreted a s  a 360" wall. 
hang up on the f r ee  poles formed a s  a resul t  of the copper thickness 
variation. 
360" wall separates  t o  form actual domains with the two 180" walls 
separating. 
i. e . ,  along the rows o r  columns of the copper islands. 
The close proximity of the black and white line can 
The two 180" portions of this wall tend to  
Upon application of a field along one of the easy  directions, the 
Again, the 180" walls tend to  hang up on the f r ee  pole a reas ,  
F rom the results of this experiment, it has been suggested that the island 
characterist ics of thin copper layers  will cause f r ee  poles in the superimposed 
continuous Permalloy film and that the s t r a y  fields f rom these f r ee  poles 
increase the ripple s t ructure .  To further confirm this,  the following 
experiment has been conducted. 
is a magneto-crystalline anisotropy fluctuation due to  random distribution of 
crystall i tes.  In order  to avoid this ripple s t ructure ,  assuming this theory 
t o  be correct,  layered films, s imi l a r  to Figure 2-c and composed of an 
initial copper layer and a subsequent ze ro  magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
Ni-Fe  (74% Nil,  have been deposited onto newly cleaved NaCl surfaces .  
During the deposition the substrate  temperature  was held at  room temperature  
and a magnetic field was applied in the plane of the film. 
electron diffraction patterns indicate a random orientation of crystall i tes in 
the fi lms. The mean diameter of the crystall i tes is of the o r d e r  of 100A. A 
typical film (100A Cu and lOOOA Ni-Fe) has a coercive force  of 3 oe and an 
anisotropy field of 5 oe. 
The usually accepted cause( l3)  of r ipple 
Selected a r e a  
0 
0 0 
The Lorentz electron micrographs of this film indicate the presence of 
magnetization ripple (Figure 7). If the origin of the ripple is only in the 
randomly oriented magneto-crystalline anisotropy, the absence of mag- 
netization ripple is to be expected f o r  ze ro  magneto-crystalline anisotropy 
f i lms.  Therefore, although extensive studies a r e  necessa ry  to  a r r ive  at  a 
definite conclusion, the obseruedxipple s e e m s  t o  be attributable t o  the 
f ree  poles created by the island character is t ics  of the thin copper layer.  
- 16- 
! 
! 
Figure  7 LORENTZ ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF A Cu-747~ Ni 
FILM (X500) 
- 1 7 -  
Fe 
Since the wall coercive force, creeping of walls, etc. , a r e  affected by 
ripple structure,  s t ructural  aspects of the intermediate non-magnetic layer  
w i l l  be an important factor in the magnetic characterist ics of coupled fi lms. 
The studies described in this chapter (B. 2.  ) w i l l  be submitted fo r  publication 
to  the Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials to  be  held in November, 
1966 at Washington D.C. 
C. CREEPING OF WALLS IN COUPLED FILMS 
1. Theory of Wall Creeping in Thin F i lms  
Minimizing wall-creeping is an important problem in thin film application. 
However, at present, the cause of wall-creeping even in the single film i s  
quite unc1ear'l4'. In this section, this subject will be considered. 
A uniaxial thin film composed of magnetic domains separated by parallel  
wa lk  (NGel o r  Bloch wall) has been considered. 
magnetic energy of domains and the wall energy a s  well a s  the magneto- 
s ta t ic  energy of the whole sys tem have been taken into account. Because of 
the large f r e e  pole energy inherent in the Ngel wall, even in the absence of 
an applied field, the magnetizations of neighboring domains separated by the 
Ncel wall deviate f rom their  easy  axis and make an angle with one another which 
is slightly different from 180". 
domain-magnetization canting gives r i s e  to  an additional p re s su re  on the wall, 
and therefore wall creeping is induced in s o m e  cases .  
such canting does not occur and no appricable c reep  is expected. 
threshold curves combined with the i r revers ib le  Bloch-line motion in Nzel 
walls could account for the main features of wall creeping. 
theory 1s given in Appendix 2 
Magnetic Films, T. Iwata, to be  submitted fo r  publication. 1 
The anisotropy energy and 
When magnetic fields a r e  applied, this ' 
F o r  Bloch walls, 
Calculated 
Details of the 
[ A  Mechanism for  Domain-Wall Creeping in 
- 18- 
2. Stabilization of the "eel Wall in Coupled Fi lms 
In a three-layer fi lm consisting of two magnetic layers  separated by a thin 
non-magnetic layer, the s t r a y  field created by the f r e e  poles in the wall in 
one layer  will cause the magnetization in a region above the wall in the 
second layer  to  rotate in a direction anti-parallel to  the magnetization in 
the wall. 
wall o r  a quasi-NSel wall in another layer'Lu' 
acting a s  a keeper for the flux of the Ngel wall in the f i r s t  layer.  
f ields in the domains a t  both s ides  of the N'eel wall a r e  reduced substantially 
by this effect and domain-magnetization canting is eliminated. 
based on the theory discussed in the previous chapter ( C .  1.1, it can be said 
that the Ngel walls in coupled films can be stabilized against creeping. This 
may be an explanation of the experimental resul t  that the amount of wall- 
creeping is reduced substantially in coupled films 
Thus the N6el wall in one layer i s  easily accompanied by a Ne'el 
1 1 3  15) 
; the wall in the second layer  
S t ray  
Therefore, 
(12) . 
D. ROTATIONAL SWITCHING THRESHOLD OF COUPLED FILMS 
So f a r  the discussions have been made on the intrinsic magnetic properties 
of thin fi lms such a s  anisotropy and ripple s t ructure  as  well as  on the aspect 
concerning wall motion. 
coupled fi lms. 
the switching threshold. 
f i lm can have i ts  own magnetic anisotropy, and these can differ in symmetry.  
One of the s implest  cases  is  that in which one of two strongly coupled 
layers  has uniaxial anisotropy while the other layer  has biaxial anisotropy 
and the biaxial easy  axis makes an angle of 4 5 O  with the uniaxial easy  axis. 
Calculations of rotational switching threshold curves and B-H loops for  
typical cases  a r e  given in Appendix 3 [Switching Characterist ics of Uniaxial 
Ferromagnet ic  Thin Fi lms with Superimposed Biaxial Anisotropy, T. Iwata, 
to  be submitted f o r  publication 1. 
Now, w e  w i l l  discuss the rotational switching of 
Consideration has been given to the role of anisotropy on 
In general, each component layer  of a coupled 
In some cases,  calculated switching 
- 19- 
curves deviate remarkably f rom the uniaxial switching asteroid originally 
given by Stoner and Wohlfarth"'), and it has been indicated that some of 
these types of coupled film should display favorable NDRO switching 
characterist ics.  
The caiculation has been made only f o r  the case of two strongly coupled 
layers (or of a single layer which possesses two anisotropies). 
coupling IS s o  weak o r  the two layers  a r e  so  thick that incoherent rotation 
occurs in the direction perpendicular to the film plane, the NDRO property 
derived above may  be modified. Many possibilities for  NDRO application 
can he expected from the controlled preparation of coupled fi lms. 
If the 
-20 -  
111. COMPUTER ORIENTED MEMORY ELEMENT STUDY 
A .  PURPOSE OF STUDY 
Plate(:  wire m e m o r y  elements appear to  have a number of advantages making 
them ideally suited fo r  high speed random access  computer memory  applications. 
Among these advantages a r e  high-speed, high-signal outputs relative to fiat 
thin fi lms, and relative ease of obtaining non-destructive readout operation. A 
number of memory  sys tems utilizing plated wire have been described and a 
number of further applications for plated wire a r e  presently being investigated. 
The main disadvantage o f  t i i e a e  plated wire elements appears to  be a 
sensit ivity to  creep.  
elements than in flat magnetic thin films. This is  s o  because the plated 
wire elements a r e  iisiially plated to a grea te r  thickness than a r e  flat thin 
fi lms, arid because the plated wire element utilizes a continuous magnetic 
Creep  appears to be  a more  ser ious problem in these 
mater ia l .  
f o r  the advantage of higher signal output and is possible because of the 
closed flux geometry and the lack of demagnetizing effects. 
nature of the magnetic meditir-1-1 is due to  the continuous electrodeposition 
which is used a s  a means of producing wire elements in an economical fashion. 
One way of eliminating the creep problem in plated wire elements is to use a 
dual phase write sys tem so that the element never sees more  than t w o  , 
consecutive pulses of the s a m e  polarity. Although this e lectr ical  technique 
is successfu l  it has the disadvantage of slowing down the write cycle time 
and of requiring close tolerances on the positive and negative digit pulses 
which a r e  used. 
The grea te r  thickness of plated wire  elements is responsible 
The continuous 
Recent publications have shown that creep should theoretically be diminished 
in flat f i lms through the u s e  of coupled films . Additional work has been 
done by certain groups in an attempt to  provide an experimental verification 
of these theories.  (17’ 
(12) 
It is, therefore, to be expected that, in plated wire 
- 2  1- 
and flat film elements, coupled fi lms will provide an improvement in the 
problem of domain-wall creeping. 
plated wire memory element could be obtained through the utilization of 
coupled f i lm techniques. F o r  this reason this portion of the contract was 
initiated to determine whether o r  not coupled plated wire elements could 
be fabricated and to nbtain preliminary data on the magnetic properties 
which could be expected from such elements. 
If this is  the case, a greatly improved 
In order  to achieve the advantages which might result  f rom the coupled 
film geometry, i t  is necessary  to  have films of differing Hk. 
of other programs in plated wire elements, Nickel- Iron fi lms having 
vdrioub values of €3 were made available for  this study. k 
f i lms chosen had an H 
r e s  pe c t i vel y. 
A s  a result  
The particular 
of approximately 1 .8  oersteds and 2., 9 oersteds k 
B. DEPOSlTlON FACILITY 
In order  to determine the properties of the coupled fi lms and the effect  of 
the coupling mechanism itself, it is necessary  t o  have carefully controlled 
condirions for the development of the two magnetic coatings and the 
coupled structure.  
was constructed. 
this plater, and Figure 9 shows a photograph of the finished plater. 
Utilizing this plater,  i t  was possible to plate th ree  wires simultaneously 
and to tes t  them on line immediately af ter  this plating. 
through the use of this plater it was possible to  study each layer  separately 
as  produced on two of the lines, and the coupled layer  as  produced on the 
third line. 
f rom the same solutions and could be directly compared. 
used to prepare the first coupled wires that w e r e  made in this program. 
In o rde r  to best provide this, a three-wire plater 
Figure 8 shows a drawing of the essential  features of 
Therefore,  
In this way all t h ree  layers  could be produced at the s a m e  t ime  
This plater was 
- 2 2 -  
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A s  the program developed one of the major  problems with the plated wire 
elements was that of skew.  
that this skew was due pr imar i ly  to  a twist in the substrate  wire during 
deposition. 
push the wire through the plater. Further  studies showed that the three-wire 
plater utilized in this program, due to  i ts  length, would be  difficult to  modify 
s o  that the wire could be pushed through the plater. It was decided t o  
utilize another plater for the production for  the las t  batches of plated coupled 
film wires.  
Careful studies on other programs indicated 
It was found that the best  way of preventing this t w i s t  was t o  
In order  to  know the parameters  of each of the plating cells, the following 
technique was used: The plating was done from three successive plating 
stations a s  shown in Figure 8 f o r  the three-wire plater but utilizing only 
one line. The properties of the f i r s t  plate were investigated by turning 
off the current  in the second and third platings and the properties in the 
third plate were investigated by turning off the current in the f i r s t  and second 
platings. 
able through the use of the three  wire-plater it did turn out t o  be adequate for  
our purposes. The original three wire plater, although s t i l l  available and 
functional, has, therefore, not been modified so  that the wire can be pushed 
through the plating cells. 
Although this was not quite a s  sat isfactory a control a s  was avail- 
C. INTERMEDIATE LAYER 
Several  studies have shown that very thin non-magnetic metallic layers  should 
be used a s  the intermediate layer  in these coupled fi lms. When one considers 
the geometry and the mechanical problems in the wire plating operation it 
becomes c lear  that only two techniques a r e  available for  depositing this 
layer :  electro-deposition and electroless deposition. Electro-deposition is 
capable of yielding very thin deposits; however, the thickness of the deposits 
must be controlled by a very careful and accurate control of the current which 
- 2 5 -  
is applied during deposition and will also be dependent upon the cathode 
efficiency of the plating operation. 
will be difficult utilizing this technique, it is possible that i t  could be achieved 
with a wide variety of non-magnetic mater ia ls .  
Although control of plating thickness 
Another possible way of solving this problem is to  use  an immersion OL' 
electroless plating which plates at a much slower plating rate  than most 
electro-deposition processes and therefore,  should be m o r e  readily 
controlled at very low thickness. In addition, these electroless deposits 
a r e  in general insensitive to geometry effects and very thin uniform coating 
should be readily obtainable. 
approach for both palladium and copper in the hopes that it would prove superior  
to electro- deposition for  depositing the intermediate non-magnetic metall ic layer.  
It was decided to  investigate this e lectroless  
In order  to utilize these electroless coatings it is necessary  to  know to a 
great degree of accuracy the thickness of coating which will be produced 
within a given plating time. 
ra tes ,  radioactive t r a c e r  techniques were utilized and radioactive Pd and 
Cu were added to  the electroless Pd  and Cu baths respectively. 
shows the results obtained from the immersion Pd coating when the deposit 
was formed at a pH of 1 . 2  andPdC12 concentration of 1.25 mil l igrams per  m l  
on both the plated wire o r  nickel-iron subs t ra te  and the copper wire  substrate .  
Figure 11 shows s imi l a r  resul ts  a t  a pH of 2.  1 a t  PdC12 concentration of 0 . 5  
mg/ml.  Other combinations of variables w e r e  a lso investigated. 
In order  to  determine these deposition 
F igure  10 
Since the deposit will be formed on the nickel-iron substrate ,  these curves 
a r e  of greater significance than a r e  the  curves on the copper substrate .  It 
appears f rom these curves that if very thin deposits a r e  to  be achieved, 
extremely short  t imes will be required. 
ment of the wire through the balance of the plating sys tem is fixed, that 
extremely short  plating cells will be required.  In addition, it was found that 
the PdC12 plating bath has a detrimental  effect  upon the magnetic properties 
This means,  since the r a t e  of move- 
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of the magnetic layer  which is laid down pr ior  to  the Pd deposit. 
shown to  be a consequence of the low pH required in this system. 
two disadvantages would seem t o  rule out the use of this particular plating 
system as  the intermediate layer  in the coupled s t ructure .  
This was 
These 
Figure 12 shows s imi la r  data obtained by adding radioactive Cu to a Shipley 
proprietary copper bath. 
magnetic coating it is clear  that in the very thin region exceedingly s m a l l  
plating cells will be required due to the very short  t ime which must be 
utilized. On the other hand, coatings on the order  of 600 A could be readily 
achieved from this system. A s  a result  of these studies it was determined 
to attempt to electro-deposit copper as the first intermediate layer  of the 
coupled s t ruc ture  since its thickness could be more readily controlled in a 
plating cel l  of more conventional size.  
modified by dilution and used at very low current  density in order  to  achieve 
this thin copper deposition. 
current  was added to  the system so  that currents  in the microampere range 
could be used. 
Although this deposit has no adverse effect upon the 
0 
A copper pyrophosphate bath was 
In addition a very precise control of plating 
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Under the conditions of the deposition, each Ni-Fe layer has a thickness of 
3000A. In al l  cases  two magnetic layers a r e  present s o  that the aggregate 
magnetic mater ia l  has a total thickness of 6000A. 
present, it occurs between the 3000A permalloy fi lms. The thickness of the 
cepper 1 3 ~ 7 ~ ~ -  '"J -- is r?nt known. 
assuming 100% cathode efficiency and uniform thickness of the deposit. 
samples  were a t  o r  near  ze ro  magnetostriction. Until the copper layer  
reached a thickness of 320A the combined film showed a single coercive 
force,  a behavior s imi la r  to that reported previously(19). Values of Hk 
and H 
0 
0 
If a copper layer  is  
0 
Its maximum average thickness was calculated 
A l l  
0 
for  a s e r i e s  of deposits of varying copper thickness a r e  shown in 
C 
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Table I utilizing the calculated maximum value for  copper thickness. 
deposit type r e fe r s  to  the type (high Hk or  low Hk) formed from each of the 
two deposition cells. 
The 
Table I shows no appreciable variation of H 
The Hk variation appears to be real .  
intermediate (A-B) assumes the Hk of the lower Hk single film (A-Ab. The 
very thin copper layer  causes no change, perhaps indicating a discontinuous 
copper layer.  The decrease in Hk a t  80A of copper appears t o  be r e a l  
although no explanation can be offered. 
thickness leads to  a gradual increase in H 
than either film A o r  B alone. 
H is very low. 
a s  a resul t  of the coupling. 
C 
The initial coupled film with no copper 
0 
Further  increase in the copper 
until the sandwich has Hk greater  
A t  very high copper thickness (i. e . ,  2400A ) 
This behavior of Hk cannot be explained at  the present t ime. 
k 0 
k 
Figure  13 shows the unintegrated easy and hard direction hysteresis loops 
of sample 94-1-E-4. Stepped loops f i rs t  appeared in sample 94-1-E-5 
(Figure 14). 
Pulse t e s t s  on these elements w e r e  not conclusive. 
show NDRO properties, but none a r e  improvements over sample 91-1-E 
which is not coupled. Prel iminary creep and adjacent bit interference 
studies were not conclusive. 
Several  of the  samples 
The unusual Hk effects and t h e  stepped loop appearance require  fur ther  study. 
The appearance of NDRO properties makes these coupled s t ructures  worthy of 
fur ther  device studies. 
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TABLE I 
Hk AND Hc VALUES FOR DEPOSITS OF VARYING COPPER THICKNESSES 
Type Copper Hk Hc Sample 
9 2 - 2 - E  
91- 1-E 
9 2 - 1 - E  
94- 1-E- 1 
94-  1 -E-2 
94- 1 - E - 3  
94- 1 - E - 4  
9 4 - 1 - E - 5  
94 -1 -E-6  
94- 1 - E- 7 
9 4 - 1 - E - 8  
A-A 
B- B 
A-B 
A-B 
A-B 
A-B 
A-B 
A-B 
A-B 
A-B 
A-B 
0 
0 
0 
3 OA 
0 
80A 
160 
2 40 
32 0 
400 
480 
560 
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2. 6 
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3 . 1  
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Figure 13 - 
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H A R D  DIRECTION LOOP 
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EASY DIRECTION LOOP 
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Figure 14 - LOOPS OF S A M P E  94-1-E-5 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Our studies in perpendicular anisotropy have already been published and 
appear a s  Appendix 1 of this document. It has been shown that the f ree-  
pole energy associated with columns of ferromagnetic mater ia l  growing 
perpendicular to  the substrate  is  responsible fo r  the perpendicular 
anisotropy. These studies not only lend support to  our  previously proposed 
model for  the occurrence of uniaxial anisotropy in evaporated ferromagnetic 
film but also provide the s tar t ing point for the following experiments. 
The concept of utilizing a variable thickness intermediate layer to cause 
sticking of domain-walls and thereby reduced domain-wall creeping in 
coupled fi lms has been investigated under this contract. 
a l l  explainable on the basis that the island character is t ics  of thin copper 
layers  cause f r ee  poles in the superimposed permalloy f i lms;  and, that 
the s t r a y  fields from these f r e e  poles increase the magnetization ripple 
s t ructure .  The situation concerning the role of free poles is quite s imi la r  
to  that of the columnar s t ruc ture  discussed above. 
correlation between creep  and ripple s t ructure  and would fur ther  expect 
that a discontinuous thickness in the intermediate film would lead to less  
domain-wall creeping. 
expe riment ally. 
Our resul ts  were 
We would expect a 
The la t te r  conclusion has not been verified 
Since the main advantage of coupled films in ferromagnetic memory 
elements is expected to  be diminished wall creeping, w e  have undertaken 
the study of wall creeping. 
in Appendix 2 we believe we have shown that a e l  walls in coupled film 
can be stabilized against creeping. 
A s  a result  of these studies which appear 
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I 
The effect of combining uniaxial and biaxial anisotropy films has been 
investigated and it has been shown (Appendix 3 )  that such combinations may  
lead to favorable NDRO switching characterist ics.  
readily be achieved through the utilization of coupled fi lms. 
Such a combination could 
In the device oriented studies of electro-deposited cylindrical coupled f i lms 
we have shown that such elements can be prepared and that NDRO properties 
will be exhibited if suitable combinations of magnetic f i lms and intermediate 
layers  a r e  utilized. 
magnetic conducting layer is thin enough the film behaves as  a unit and 
exhibits only one coercivity. 
loops. 
of providing the non-magnetic invervening coupling layer and have shown that 
electro-deposition is probably a more  useful technique for  obtaining the 
very thin films which a r e  required. Due t o  our  uncertainties about the 
continuity of the copper intervening layer we a r e  unable to use these pre- 
l iminary conclusions to  achieve an understanding of the coupling mechanism. 
Pulse data on the films prepared s o  f a r  have been inconclusive a s  regards  
their  superiority f rom the c reep  standpoint in NDRO memory  operations. 
Clear ly  further studies in cylindrical coupled film memory elements should 
be undertaken s ince the resul ts  obtained to date a r e  encouraging. 
We have shown that when the intermediate non- 
Thicker intermediate layers  provide stepped 
We have investigated electroless Pd  and electroless Cu a s  a means 
- 3 6 -  
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APPENDIX 1 
PERPENDICULAR ANISOTROPY IN POLYCRYSTALLINE Ni-Fe 
THIN  FILMS(^) 
On the basis of the experiments initiated by the discovery of rotatable aniso- 
tropy(2), some of the present authors and their  co-workers indicatedt3) the 
impnrtmce of minor constituents and grain strixti~re for the anom-alous 
magnetic behavior of thin nickel-iron films. 
columnar grains perpendicular to the  film surface andseparated by non- 
A film s t ruc ture  composed of 
magnetic grain boundaries (possibly oxide) was proposed. Saito, et a l . ,  (4) 
showed that the rotatable anisotropy was attributable t o  the s t r iped domain 
s t ruc ture  caused by the presence of a component of magnetic anisotropy with 
i ts  easy  axis perpendicular to  the film surface.  
attributed this anomalous component to the effect of internal s t r e s s .  In the 
following, however, i t  will be shown that the perpendicular anisotropy can 
be explained by the magnetostatic energy of the discontinuous film s t ruc ture  
mentioned above. 
Saito, et al . ,  tentatively 
The s t ruc ture  of the film is simulated by an infinite two-dimensional a r r a y  
of ferromagnetic pr i sms  with saturation magnetization I 
(height L) have a square c ross  section (length of the s ides  D) and a r e  
arranged s o  that the s ide  faces of any two pr isms a r e  parallel. 
(distance d)  between pr isms is a nonmagnetic medium. 
anisotropy constant K l  is defined by the energy expression 
The pr isms 
S'  
The gap 
The perpendicular 
where 8 is  the angle between magnetization and the normal to  the film plane. 
Therefore,  K is  given by 1 
1-1 
where El and E 
perpendicular and parallel  t o  the film plane, respectively. 
should be 2nIs 
on generalized demagnetizing factors , 
and Ell 
are equivalent. 
of the magnetostatic energy EL . 
composite plate surface magnetized perpendicular to  the plane is expressed 
by the double Fourier series 
are the magnetostatic energies when the film is saturated I I  
for a uniform thin magnetic film. 
The value of K l  
2 According to  the sum theorem 
(5) one can obtain the relation between E l  
since any two orthogonal directions in the plane of the composite plate 
Therefore,  K1 is obtained by the straightforward calculation 
The surface density of free poles on the 
where plus and minus signs correspond to  the two surfaces  of the plate, 
f i r s t  term is independent of the coordinates in the plane of the plate. 
second t e r m  UI ' oscillates with these coordinates, the mean value of UI 
equal to zero  
density can be approximated by that of the very wide, thin ferromagnetic 
plate, 
series method. 
The 
The 
is 
The magnetostatic energy due to the constant par t  of the surface 
The magnetostatic energy due to u) is calculated by the standard Four ie r  
Thus, the final expression for KI is as follows: (6) 
- 3D2 - c 
D + d  n 3 L ( D + d )  m = l  7- D + d  KI = 2 n I  
1 - 2  
In this expression, the contribution of the first term which came from the 
constant par t  in Eq. (3 )  for  the surface density of f r ee  poles is much l a r g e r  
than the other terms. The r e s u l t s  of the numerical calculation of K I  a r e  
1. 
given in Fig. 1. It is apparent that KL (2nIS 2) -1 depends strongly on d/D, 
but is almost independent of D/L. 
'In the above calculation the film w a s  assumed to have flat surfaces. It can be 
shown, however, that the surface relief accompanying the columnar s t ruc ture  
reduces the value of KI obtained above. 
which have rounded (diameter c) end surfaces is considered. 
density of f r ee  poles can be obtained for  uniform magnetization perpendicular 
to the plate. Fo r  simplicity, the magnetostatic energy of this s t ruc ture  is 
substituted for  that of the flat surface with the same surface distribution of 
f r ee  poles. Then, only the constant part of the surface density of f r e e  poles is 
taken into account, since the contribution of the periodic par t  i s  relatively 
small, 
approximately 
An a r r a y  of ferromagnetic p r i sms  
The surface 
Thus, the effective thickness dr of the grain boundary layer  is 
(5) 12 d B / D  = (d/D) + (1 -+ TT ) (c/D). 
Likewise, the uneven surface of a continuous film gives rise to perpendicular 
anisotropy which differs from 2 nIs2. However, the effect is smal l  in 
comparison with the effect of surface relief accompanying the columnar 
s t ructure .  
In the c a s e  of the flat surface, one obtains KI, (ants2) -' = 0. 84 and 0. 61 for  
the geometry L = 1000 A, D = 300 A ,  d = 10 A, 
d = 30 A, respectively. In the case  of surface relief with c = 3 0  A, the values 
" " - 2  and L = 1000 A ,  D = 300 A, 
0 0 
K i  (2nIs2) -' w 0 . 6 6  and 0. 49 are obtained for  the respective geometries. 
1 - 3  
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Figure 1 - CALCULATED PERPENDICULAR ANISOTROPY CONSTANT 
K, AS A FUNCTION OF THE FILM THICKNESS L, THE DIAMETER 
OF THE COLUMNAR GRAINS D, AND THE THICKNESS OF THE 
GRAIN BOUNDARY LAYER d. 
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Direct measurement by Fujiwara,et on N i - F e  f i lms of K I  as a function of 
c-3 
L 
substrate  temperature and composition shows KL -2 nIs 
function OF substrate temperature  and is equal to 0. 8 and 0. 5, respectively, fo r  
substrate  temperatures 100" and 30" C. 
of K_L upon magnetostriction according to the stress theory. (4) Our proposed 
calculation can explain the essential  features of the experimental data utilizing 
f (T), where f (T) is a 
There  may be a second-order dependence 
previously published resu l t s  that columnar grain s t r u c t u r e  is w e l l  developed (3)  
and that the columnar diameter is substrate temperature dependent (decreasing 
with decreasing substrate  temperature)('*) i f  w e  make the assumption that the 
thickness of the grain boundary layer  remains constant. 
Our model also supports the experimental resu l t s  that Kl- 2 TI Is ' 73  '' for  f i lms  
deposited in very high vacuum since the impurity layer  separating the columns 
is eliminated. 
The measurement of the thickness dependence of the perpendicular anisotropy 
in  81% Ni-Fe polycrystalline fi lms was made. Using a rotating shutter, f i lms 
which have different thicknesses were  deposited simultaneously onto glass  
subs t rk t e s  held at room temperature in a vacuum of 3 x 10 Torr .  Figure 2 
shows K_L determined by torque measurement and the grain diameter  obtained 
by electron microscopic observation. 
calculated for the flat  surface model is also given in the figure. 
d iameter  of the grain w a s  used and the thickness of the grain boundary layer  
w a s  assumed to be constant (10 A) for  the calculation. 
with decreasing thickness of the film agrees qualitatively with the prediction 
by the present model. 
- 4  
The perpendicular anisotropy constant 
The measured 
0 
The decrease  of K l  
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APPENDIX 2 
A MECHANISM FOR DOMAIN-WALL CREEPING 
IN MAGNETIC FILMS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Domain-wall creeping may be observed when a dc  field is applied to a magnetic 
film along an easy axis (longitudinal) and an ac field is applied along a hard 
axis (transverse).  
 el? within the threshold w r v e  which is ohta-ined with longitudinal and t ransverse  
dc fields, the domain w a l l s  begin to move slowly so as to increase the volume 
of those domains magnetized parallel  to the longitudinal dc field. 
phomenon is important not only for  a fundamental understanding of film propert ies  
but a lso for  memory application, many studies have been made (l-*’. 
f e a t u r e s  of w a l l  creeping have been dis layed, remarkable  among which are the 
s t rong dependences upan the  types of w a l  s’ 
t rans  v e r s e field ‘ 3 D  6’ ’). 
have been suggested (3-5’ 8)m 
of these theories is applicable. 
alternative mechanism for  wa l l  creeping. 
Even though the vectorial sum of the dc and ac fields lies 
Since this 
Several  
4 7) and upon the conditions of applied 
On the origin of w a l l  creeping, severa l  mechanisms 
However, i t  is difficult at present to decide which 
The purpose of this paper is to present an 
B. EQUILIBRIUM STRUCTURE OF PARALLEL W A L L  SYSTEM 
The model which w i l l  be considered is a system of paral le l  domain w a l l s  
(P in Fig. 1) in an infinitely large f i lm with uniaxial anisotropy. 
magnetization is assumed in individual domains A and B. The film thickness, 
mean separation of wal l s ,  and the wall thickness a r e  denoted by T, W, and D, 
respectively. 
Uniform 
An easy axis and the normal  to the plane of the film are chosen respectively 
as the x and z axis of rectangular coordinates. 
fields, the plane of an individual wa l l  coincides with the (x  z )  plane. 
application of longitudinal and t ransverse dc fields H 
In the absence of applied 
By the 
and H I I  1’ the 
2-  1 
- t--- 
a 
a 
[L 
a 
N 
, " I  
f' 
I 
-8- 
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magnetization vector in each domain rotates in the film plane. In general, 
rotation angles of magnetization vectors in neighboring domans, A and B 
in Pig, I, are different and free poles wi l l  be induced at the w a l l  
separat.ing them. 
mzy rotate from their original position by an angle, 8 ,  until the wall makes 
the same  angle, rp , with the directions of magnetization in domains at both 
sides, Eventually the direction of magnetization in the domains A and B 
w i l l  make an angle cp - 8 The 
direction of magnetization at the center of the wal l  is expressed by $ and 
as shown in the figure, so  that in the case ilr = 0 or $ = f f TT the wall is 
respectively of the Bloch type or  the NEel  type as found in the literature. 
In order  to minimize the free-pole energy, the w a l l s  
and cp+ 8 respectively with the easy axis. 
1 
TT -8  
The ellipsoidal cylinder a p p r o ~ i m a t i o n ( ~ )  is used for the calculation of the 
magnetostatic energy of the wall. 
of the three mzjor  axes a , D, and T of the assumed cylinder a r e  given 
respectively by 0, ~ T T  T/(T+D), and 4n DiOT +DID the magnetostatic energy 
density of the w a l l  which has effective magnetization g (componen t s  in the 
three major  axes being 0, MD , and MT) is approximated by 2n(TMk + DM,) / 
Since demagnetizing factors in the directions 
2 
films a r e  considered. 
approximated by 
M being the saturation 
S 
(T+D), To find MD and MT , extremely thick and thin 
The magnetostatic energy densities in  these cases  a r e  - _ _  
2 2 n M 2  (s in  Ilr - sin c p )  and TIM: cos Ilr , respectively, 
S 
magnetization. 
MD and M can be obtained separately, and i t  is assumed that these values 
hold i r respect ive of the film thickness. 
magnetostatic energy density becomes IT Mg ET (sin $ - sin q )  f D cos 6 1 
The angle between the directions of magnetization in the domain and that at the 
By the comparison of these expressions in two extreme cases,  
T 
Thus the final expression of the 
2 2 (T+D). 
-1 center of the w a l l  is cos 
the w a l l  is approximated by A 
exchange constant. 
(s in  cp sin rlr ) , s o  that the exchange energy density in 
(2/D) cos - 1  (sin rpsin 1lr ) f in which A is the 
The possible optimum value of the rat io  of the exchange 
2-3 
QT+D), -2 D - 3  t n c  : g. t u  tne m;Lgne!os!,-t;ic energy under weak applied fields, TT AMs 
is, fc,r exampie, roughly 0. 6 in the cLse of the typical Permalloy film bMs = 8 x 
i 0 2 G ,  A Then the exchange energy is 
r,cg-ected for the s,kt of simplicitJ. 
eSSEntio; change in the resuit,. 
( 
erg!em, T-1000A , snd D . 5 0 0 k  
It can be shown that this will give no 
The ,r,,sotropy energy term in the w a l l  energy 
be skfelj  ntgi,ec+,ed, Thus the tothl energy r e fe r r ed  to the unit volume Of the  
f1i-I’ (= ‘FTI i t -  g1vt-n bjr 
Assuming I h t t  W ;nd D ,re b0f.P-1 c cnsthnt,, the energy expression is minimized 
f l .+ ,~ i  ~lt‘spect o 8 ,  ,nd !I Corresponding to the conditions thht T / D  1 + 
1 nM2D:ZKWb’i, h e  B!oct’~ w:.- s :IS 1 --IT) 2 are found 
f.0 be s fdb  E iti the ?bhence of ,pp.ied fields, F o r  h , ,  = H I ,  / H k < <  1 and hl 2 
HI /Iik (< 1 ‘Hk 2KjMs;. tnc foi owicg solutions a r e  obtaned,  
0 )  or the N6e l  w a l l s  ($I 
b 
I - R  1 - R ,  
2 - 4  
ii) System of parallel  N6el wa l l s  
h , ,  sincp f S + h L  
e =  and sin cp = 
1-2 sin2rp+hL sin cp l + s  
nM2 TD 
KW (T+D) , 
S with S = 
1 - ZTT. 1 2 where the k signs a r e  associated wi th  $ = -TT or  1 = 
(31 
According to Eq. (31, even when the applied field is absent,, the angle CP in the 
case of the Nzel wall system has a finite value, i, e. 
magnetization in the domains separated by the N'eel wal l  deviate f rom the easy 
axis and cant with one another. Assuming Ms = 8 x 10 G, K = lo3 e r d c m  
T = 500 i ,  W = 10-2crn, and D = S O O i ,  one obtains ('p 1 u2CP (I 
canting is the large magnetostatic energy inherent in the N'eel wall .  A some- 
what s imi la r  case w a s  qualitatively discussed and observed experimentally by 
Feldkeller' Peculiar creep properties of Nzel walls a r e  attributed to this 
phenomenon. 
the directions of 
2 3 
The cause of the 
C, W A L L  MOTION THRESHOLDS 
We now proceed to calculate the w a l l  motion threshold fields. 
field is determined by the condition that the pressure  induced on the w a l l  by 
the application of magnetic fields is jus t  counterbalanced by the maximum 
value of the restor ing force (io e., the maximum value of the spatial variation 
of effective wa l l  energy (3 e/ b s )max)m 
The threshold 
Thus, one finds 
2-5  
The last t e r m  in the left hand side of the equation is an additional pressure  due 
to the fact that the deviation of the magnetization from the easy axis is different 
in domains at opposite sides of the wall. 
about the origin of wall coercivity, or ( a  E: / a  s) 
films e Here, i t  is simply assumed that (a  e is independent of applied 
magnetic fields. 
equations for w a l l  motion threshold curves are obtained. 
At prcscnt, thcre a r e  diverse arguments 
which operates in thin max ’ (11) 
By the substitution of Eq. ( 2 )  o r  ( 3 )  into Eq. (4), the following 
i) 
i i)  
wh 
System of parallel Bloch w a l l s  
System of parallel NGel walls 
( 5 )  
1 
IT. Here, ( h ,  )co 1 r e  the f signs a r e  associated with $ = - n or Q = - - 2 2 
is the threshold field along the easy axis when hl  = 0 o r  the w d l  coercivity, 
and the small  values of ( h , l  )c , ( h L  )c  , and ( h l I  lc0 a r e  assumed f o r  the 
calculation. 
in the conclusion of this appendix. W a l l  motion threshold curves calculated using 
values for typical Permalloy films are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Explicit expressions for F ( R ) ,  G1(S), G2(S), and a (SI a r e  given 
2 - 6  
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Figure 2 - THRESHOLD CURVE FOR THE MOTION OF BLOCH WALLS - 
2 3 3 [Ms = 8 x 10 G,  K = 10 erg /cm , T = l O O O i ,  W = cm, 
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AND D = 500A 1. 
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The threshold curve for  the Bloch wal l  motion (Fig. 2 )  is concave downwards. 
Corresponding to the Ngel wall with # = 
curves E o r  I1 in Fig. 3 are obtained. 
0 t h  e r  a n d  . asymmetr ic  with respect to the ordinate. 
1 1 
TT or  Jr = - TT , two threshold 
Each curve is the m i r r o r  image of the 
The Ne’el w a l l  which actually occurs may be the composition of w a l l  segments 
1 1 with $ -- am! I! = - - TT separated by Bloch lines as  in the c ross - t ie  wall, 2 2 
This composite s t r u c t u r e  is adopted fo r  the model of the actual Ngel wall or the 
c ross - t ie  w a l l  (the contribution from the cross- t ies  is neglected), and i t  is 
assumed that the walls a r e  originally composed of the same  amounts of components 
and that the unbalance between segments with Q = - TT and with Jr = - 
i r revers ibly by the movement of Bloch l ines when the intensity of the t ransverse 
field becomes equal to the Bloch-line coercivity, hc . 
field along the easy axis when the t ransverse field is changed in the following 
1 1 
2 n occurs 
Now consider the threshold 
tw 0 ways. 
i) The t ransverse dc field is changed to a given value start ing from zero, and 
then the threshold field along the easy  axis is measured. If the magnitude of 
the t ransverse  dc field is smaller  than the Bloch-line coercivity hc , the two 
kinds of segments a r e  equal in their  amounts. The corresponding threshold 
curve is the mean curve of Curves I and I1 in Fig. 3; the threshold curve 
segment p p If the t ransverse dc field is 
1 l a rge r  than hcJ w a l l  segments with $ = - 2 
component. The corresponding threshold curve is Curve I in Fig. 3, * the 
threshold curve segment p p in Fig. 4(a) being obtained. A s imi la r  argument 
is applied for ~ e g a t i ~ e  values of the t ransverse field, p 2p-3 being obtained. 
Eventually the whole threshold curve for this case is as shown in Fig. 4(a). 
(or popel) in Fig. 4(a) is obtained. 0 1  
predominate over the other 
2 3  
* Strictly speaking, here and in the following, the true threshold curves a r e  
slightly different from the curves given in Fig. 3, because the walls being 
discussed contain the small  amount of unfavorable segments. However, 
this discrimination is not important and then is omitted in the present 
qualitative discussions. 
2 - 9  
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ii) After the t ransverse  field was changed alternatively between plus and 
minus maximum values, of which the magnitude is l a r g e r  than hc' the threshold 
field along the easy axis is measured at some value of the t ransverse  field. The 
1 1 
2 
and hl > -hc with 
Bloch-line motion is assumed to be i r revers ib le  and the 111 = -2 n+ - o r  
1lr = - T T - + - ~  IT transformation occurs respectively a t  hL = he o r  hi = -hco 
Therefore, in  the ranges hl 7 hc with increasing h I 
decreasing h ,  & = 
individual w a l l s  and Threshold Curve I in Fig, 3 is applied. 
1. with decreasing hl and hL < h with increasing hl (I = - TT segments p re -  
dominate and Threshold Curve I1 in Fig. 3 is applied, Thus, eventually, the 
threshold curve qo q1 q2 q3 q2 qo q - l  q-2 q-3 q-2 qo in Fig. 4(b) is ob- 
tained f o r  this case. 
1 1 
2 
1 IT segments predominate over the other component in 
A - L .  
In the ranges hL < -hc 
C 
Do DISCUSSIONS 
Now, let u s  discuss  the movement of w a l l s  when a dc  field, h , ,  5 ( h l ,  lcO 
applied along the easy  axis and an  ac field, of which the amplitude is l a r g e r  thzn 
ho , is applied along the hard axis as in the standard c reep  experiment. 
case of Bloch wal l s ,  owing to the concavity downwards of the threshold curve 
(Fig. 21, the vectorial sum of the dc and ac fields is alwzys within the threshold 
curve. 
remains  small, the Bloch w a l l s  do not creep. 
walls, the situation is quite different. 
field with the constant longitudinal field, h , ,  = (h , ,  )co ,  twice,  in the range 
0 hL  < hc with increasing hl and in the range -hc <hl<O with decreasing 
hi 
of the applied fields and therefore walls are brough into movement. 
~ 
so  long as the locus intersects  the threshold curve, w a l l  creep-  
is 
In the 
Therefore, at least s o  long as the amplitude of the t ransverse ac field 
In the case  of composite Ne'el 
During each cycle of the t ransverse  ac 
the threshold curve  (Fig. 4(b) ) falls beneath the locus of the vectorial  sum 
For 
h i l <  ( % I  )co 
ing occurs. 
su re ly  well within the threshold curve associated with longitudinal and t ransverse  
In all of these cases, the vectorial  sum of the applied fields is 
2 - 1 1  
dc fields (Fig. 4 (a) 1. 
show large amounts of w a l l  creeping, and, in contrast to this, w a l l  creeping 
in thicker films in which walls are mostly of Bloch type is depressed SO 
long as the t ransverse ac field is smal l  (6’ 7, . 
are w e l l  predicted by the above considerations. 
The thinner f i lms  in which c ross - t ie  walls occur 
These experimental resu l t s  
When a constant ac field is biased by a dc field in the t ransverse  direction 
and the strength of the la t ter  becomes la rger ,  creeping of c ross - t ie  walls is 
suppressed remarkablJ6) . 
of N&el wa l l s  did not occur if the t ransverse pulse fields superimposed on 
the longitudinal dc field were  all in the same  direction, nevertheless c reep  
could be induced by superimposing the t ransverse  pulse field alternative11 in 
one direction and then the other. 
By the application of a la rge  enough bias field or  uni-directional pulse fields, 
in each Ngel w a l l  the segments in which the direction of effective magnetization 
is parallel  to the bias field or  the pulse fields predominate over the segments 
of the opposite kind. The corresponding threshold curve is qo q3 ( o r  qo q-3) 
in Fig. 4(b), w a l l  creeping being prevented, 
amount of creeping when the t ransverse  dc bias field is increased from z e r o  
to some  value, the resultant of the t ransverse  ac and dc fields, h, should 
cover the whole range of -hc r h ,  = h in Fig. 4(b); the amplitude of the 
t ransverse ac field is to be increased by an amount equal to the applied 
t ransverse dc bias field. 
vs. longitudinal dc field curve is expected to be displaced along the t ransverse  
field direction by an amount equal to a t ransverse  dc bias field, This may be 
an alternative explanation of the displacement of the threshold curve observed 
on the 8 7 5 i  - thick Permalloy film(*) in which c ross - t i e  walls appear 
It w a s  a lso found e ~ p e r i m e n t a l l y ( ~ )  that the c reep  
These resul ts  are understood as follows. 
In o rde r  to maintain the s a m e  
< <  
C 
Thus the cri t ical  amplitude of a t ransverse  ac field 
(7) . 
2 -12  
t 
On the ro le  of the Bloch-line motion, the following should be indicated. 
Experimentally, i t  w a s  observed ( ”  2’ 6, that domain-wall creeping w a s  
associated with Bloch-line motion, 
creeping to the motion of Bloch lines. 
motion does occur during w a l l  creeping. 
interrupted a f te r  the occurrence of the Bloch-line motion in each half cycle 
of the t ransverse  ac  field. 
Some t h e ~ r y ( ~ ) a t t r i b u t e d  the cause of w a l l  
In the present model, the Bloch-line 
However, the wall creeping is 
In the calculation of the threshold curve, i t  has been assumed that (a  e / a  slmax 
is independent of applied fields. 
data, i t  is observed that this is not always the case. 
threshold curves derived above should be modified. 
change the essential  features of the present resul ts  such a s  the comparison of 
c reep  properties of the walls of different types or  the comparison under 
different conditions of the t ransverse field. 
By an analysis of the available experimental 
If so, the wall motion 
However, this w i l l  not 
I 
Eo C ONC LUSION 
Summarizing, although the calculation has been made on an over simplified 
model and only in the range of weak longitudinal and t ransverse  fields,  one 
can say  that the main features  of the w a l l  creeping a r e  understood on the 
basis of the present theory. 
transit ions w i l l  be the subject of further study. 
Wal l  creeping during Bloch-Ne‘el wall type 
2 -  13 
EXPRESSIONS 
Explicit expressions for  F(R),  G1(S), G2(S) and a (S) are as fo l lows:  
1 F ( R )  = - 
2( 1 -R)2 3 
s2 ( 1 - 3  
G1(S) 
(1+2S) [: (l+S2 - 2 s 3  , 
( 1 + s 2  + - 2s2 ( 1 - 3  - s2 ( 1 - 3  ( 4 - 3  ~ G2(S) - -- p+ 
1 + 2 s  2( 1+2S) (1+s)2 -2s2  
s4( 1 - s ) ~  
(1+2S) [ ( 1 + S 2  - 2 s  J 2 7 2  -3 + -- S4( 3 - S) - -  s4 ( 3 - S 2  + -  (1+2S)[ (1  +s)2 -2s21 [ ( 1+s)2 -2s21  
(1x3)  [ 61+S2 -2s21 
(1+2S) 3'2 
and U ( S )  - 
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APPENDIX 3 
SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS OF UNIAXIAL FERROMAGNETIC 
THIN FILMS WITH SUPERIMPOSED BIAXTAL ANISOTROPY 
The requirements for film characterist ics in nondestructive readout, NDRO, 
with uniaxial bits may be a large output signal and a sma l l  digit field for  the 
specified value of the drive field (for example 8070 of ihc h a d  axis saturatior? 
field). These can be satisfied in films which have a switching curve elongated 
in the hard axis and accompanied by  a hard-axis magnetization curve with 
upward concavity. 
by controlling film anisotropies. 
This appendix reports a way to meet these requirements 
Consider a thin film which has uniaxial and superimposed biaxial anisotropies 
and is subjected to  fields both in the easy axis and in the hard axis (HI, and H 1. 
The energy expression is given by 
1 
(1 1 2 2 2 E = K s in  cp+K sin cp cos cp- MsH,, cos cp - M H sincp, 
U b s l  
where K 
constant, cp is the angle of the magnetization vector measured from the easy  
axis of uniaxial anisotropy, and Ms is the saturation magnetization. 
aE/acp = a E/acp = 0, parametr ic  equations for  the threshold curve fo r  
coherent-rotational switching a r e  obtained as follows: 
(> 0) and K 
U b a r e  respectively the uniaxial and the biaxial anisotropy 
By putting 
2 
3-  1 
This expression was f i r s t  derived by Pugh, (') and discussions were  made on the 
switching of biaxial f i lms with o r  without modification by uniaxial anisotropy 
in the range 1 sa 5 m . 
range -1 < U S  0, s o  that the films have a single resultant ea sy  axis in the 
direction cp = 0 (easy axes of the biaxial anisotropy a r e  in the directions 
In the following, attention wi l l  be focused on the 
cp = f d4). 
Calculated switching threshold curves a r e  given in Figure 1. 
of 6 decreases from zero,  s tar t ing from the original Stoner-Wohlfarth asteroid 
( 6 = 0), the switching curve elongates in the hard axis with large modifications 
in its shape in the neighborhood of the easy  axis. 
dashed line is not important because it is  associated with the high energy s ta te  
during coherent rotation. 
line a r e  realized. Magnetization curves a r e  calculated using the equation 
a E / a  cp = 0. The easy axis magnetization loops (M vs H with H = 0) 
and hard axis magnetization curves (MI vs HI with H I ,  
respectively in Figure 2 (a) and (b). 
a< 0 a r e  concave upward in fields of less than the saturation field, in contrast 
to the straight line for a = 0. 
the applied hard axis field t o  the hard axis saturation field, the relative 
magnetization ML/Ms for  a e 0 is la rger  than that f o r  a = 0 (when the comparison 
is made, e .  g. , at  R = 0.80, Ml/Ms = 0.80 f o r  a=  0 and ML /Ms = 0. 93 f o r  
u = -1.0).  
with a smal le r  value of a .  
by biaxial anisotropy is favorable in NDRO memory  application. 
When the value 
The portion given by the 
Thus, the flat switching curves drawn by the full 
II II I 
= 0) a r e  given 
The hard axis magnetization curves f o r  
Therefore, for any fixed value of the rat io  (R)  of 
This means that the l a rge r  read out signal is obtained for . the film 
Thus it can be sa id  that a uniaxial film modified 
On the fabrication of the film discussed above, the following should be 
mentioned. In o rde r  to  obtain uniaxial anisotropy, conventional techniques 
such as deposition o r  annealing in an orienting field can be used. 
obtaining biaxial anisotropy, the single c rys t a l  f i lm technique") o r  the 
periodic surface relief technique(2) may be utilized. 
whether the two anisotropies a r e  car r ied  together in a single film o r  
separately in t w o  layers in a coupled film. 
F o r  
It does not mat ter  
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